FOR NONPROFITS

UNTANGLE NG FIREWALL IS THE PERFECT
NETWORK SOLUTION FOR NONPROFITS
Untangle NG Firewall simplifies network security with a single, modular
software platform designed to fit the evolving needs of your organization. NG
Firewall provides a browser-based, responsive and intuitive interface enabling
you to quickly gain visibility into the traffic on the network.

COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY AT THE GATEWAY
Proactively stop malware, hacking attempts, phishing schemes and other
threats before they reach users’ devices.

NEXT-GENERATION FILTERING
Get a handle on every rogue application, encrypted web request, malware
distribution point, drive-by malvertising attempt, and rash of spam.

DEEP ANALYSIS AND INSIGHTS
Gain valuable insights from database-driven reports without the need for a
separate appliance.

SUPERIOR CONNECTIVITY & PERFORMANCE
Meet the challenges of a remote workforce, branch offices and guest Wi-Fi.
Keep users and data safe regardless of location or level of access. Balance
competing priorities, ensure Quality of Service (QoS), and maximize uptime.

NETWORK SECURITY CHECKLIST FOR
NONPROFITS
Nonprofits can take some simple steps to stay ahead of evolving threats and
hackers, while also ensuring the network always stays up and running for critical
online tools.

Update Software
Maintaining software updates for all devices is crucial to ensure any
vulnerabilities found are swiftly mitigated.
Define Administrative Control
By preventing staff and volunteers from downloading applications
that could house malware, you can minimize the exposure and
protect the network.
Separate Backups
Always have backups of critical data in a separate location. In the
event of a malware or ransomware attack, nonprofit organizations
can quickly get their data and configurations restored without
paying the ransom.
Separate Network for Volunteer and Staff Devices
By separating the main network from all volunteer and staff devices
that you don’t control, you can quickly mitigate any issues that may
happen on the guest network without impacting overall network
performance.
Threat Intelligence
Utilizing solutions that have built-in threat intelligence engines that
proactively protect against unknown and emerging threats is critical
to stay protected against hackers and malware.
Next-generation Firewall
Next-gen firewall solutions provide protection at the gateway in an
all-in-one solution that encompasses web content and application
filtering, bandwidth shaping, advanced threat protection, and VPN
connectivity options.

UNTANGLE NONPROFIT CASE STUDY

CEREBRAL PALSY OF NORTH JERSEY
LOCATION: Livingston, New Jersey
INDUSTRY: Nonprofit
SIZE: Over 400 devices across 21 locations
CHALLENGES:

■
■
■
■

No solution in place
Required web filtering to block inappropriate sites
Manage needs of 21 different locations
Keep costs low

RESULTS: Because Untangle offers a range of plug-and-play appliances and costeffective software solutions, CPNJ was able to deploy and manage the needs of all
21 locations. Using Untangle NG Firewall applications, the team at CPNJ was able
to separate the networks for students, teachers and administrators. Full network
visibility allows them to manage and block websites and applications before they
reach the gateway.

“Ease-of-use was a deciding factor in our selection process.
With Untangle, we are now able to gain full visibility into all
of our distributed networks.”
– Katie Bochenski | Director of Information Technology

PROVIDING POWERFUL AND AFFORDABLE
SOLUTIONS
Nonprofits face many of the same challenges as for-profit businesses, such as securing
their networks and data while keeping their staff safe and productive. But often,
nonprofits have tighter operational budgets and even fewer resources to deal with IT
infrastructure, online security, and secure data issues.

To make sure that network security doesn’t take a backseat to other budget needs,
Untangle provides nonprofit organizations with the same powerful, easy-to-use
solutions that it sells to businesses, but with special pricing to fit those tighter budgets.

SPECIAL PRICING ON UNTANGLE SOFTWARE
Nonprofit Complete is available to qualifying not-for-profit institutions, NGOs, private
schools and religious organizations. This package contains the same software as NG
Firewall Complete, but at a greatly reduced rate.
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